
Experiential Learning Activity on 6th June 

 
 

Lesson   Agbia Prayer - an Overview 

 

Resources  

 A sheet with a few illustrations (Agbia and praying hands)  on it and numbers for 

a dot to dot; on its completion, it will make a cross.  

 2 Textas 

 Two Agbias 

 

 

Procedure 

 

The class is divided into two teams; probably by numbering 1,2 around the class, so we 

can have a mix of outgoing and quiet children. 

 

The leader of each team is give a texta (preferably the same colour, so they can’t count 

who earned the most points) 

 

There are to be 12 questions; the child at the head of the team answers the first question. 

The person who guesses the answer, draws a line between the first two numbers, then 

hands the texta to the next in line to answer the second. 

 

After the 4
th

 question, each team will be given a gift, an Agbia.  

 

At the end of the activity, talk about how the gift helped answer some of the questions. In 

the same way the Agbia is a gift that helps us pray to God. 

 

 

Questions 

 

1. What is the name of the Bishop of Sydney?       A  Amber Daniel 

2. Why do we talk to God?                                      A  Accept reasonable answer 

3. What is the name of the prayer Jesus taught to His disciples?     A   Lord’s Prayer. 

4. What is the name of the book that has prayers for different times of the day?.       

A        Agbia 

 

     At this point, give the current leader of each team a copy of the Agbia. 

5     How many periods of prayer are there in the Agbia?       A  Seven 

6.    Who wrote most of the Psalms?                 A  King David 



7.   Give the name of one of the Gospels?        A  Matthew, Mark, Luke, John 

8.    Who’s picture is on the third page of the Agbia?      A Pope Shenouda 111 

9.     Who uses the Agbia?.    A  People in the Coptic Church. 

10    How do we talk to God?    A     Accept reasonable answer 

11    Who knows what part of the Bible we can find lots of prayers written by King  

         David?        A      Psalms. 

12     What Psalm is used in the Introductory Prayer on page 4?     A  Psalm 50 


